Contrary to popular belief, it is proved that coNP is equal to NP. For this a general result is proved and then applied to the clique problem so as to prove coNP is equal to NP.
• There exists a function f An example of an AtomSet is a set of vertices (of some graph), say S a . And an example of an Object is a graph that is constructed from this particular AtomSet S a using a particular function. Obviously for a different function, and for the same AtomSet S a a different graph can be constructed.
Definition 4. ObjectCreatorFunction: Let
• S a be an AtomSet.
Then an ObjectCreatorFunction is def ined to be a computable function, say f oc , such that
• It takes the AtomSet S a as parameter to it, and
• Returns an Object, say Ob i (or f oc (S a ) = Ob i ).
Definition 5. Ob m ⊂ Ob n : Let
• Ob m and Ob n be Objects, and
• The Object Ob m be created from the AtomSet S a,m , and
• The Object Ob n be created from the AtomSet S a,n .
Then Ob m ⊂ Ob n is def ined to be true when
• S a,m ⊂ S a,n , and
• There exists a computable function, say f such that f (Ob n ) = Ob m . Remark 1. Ob m ⊂ Ob n mean Ob m is a sub Object of Ob n . Definition 6. SubObjectsSet: is def ined to be a set, say S C , such that
• |S C | is a finite integer, and
• For all Ob b ∈ S C , Ob b ⊂ Ob i (where Ob i is an arbitrary Object), and
• For all Ob b ∈ S C satisfies some condition.
Definition 7. EnumeratorFunction: An EnumeratorFunction, say f e is a deterministic computable function such that
• f e takes an Object, say Ob i as a parameter, and
• Returns a SubObjectsSet, say S C (or f e (Ob i ) = S C ).
Remark 2. Exemplifying, let S a be an AtomSet that is a finite set of integers, and f oc an ObjectCreatorFunction. Then Ob i is an Object that is a finite sequence of non repeating integers from S a in the descending order. Then a SubObjectsSet, say S C can be constructed from S a (using an EnumeratorFunction, say f e ) such that all the elements of S C is a sub sequence of Ob i of length 10. In this case |S C | ≤ |S a | × |S a | + 1. In another case the set S a may be a finite set of vertices (of some graph). Let f oc be another ObjectCreatorFunction such that f oc constructs an Object that is a graph, say G such that the cardinality of the set of vertices of G is equal to |S a |. A SubObjectsSet, say S C can be constructed from S a (using an EnumeratorFunction, say f e ) such that all elements of S C is a sub graph of G, with the additional condition that the cardinalities of the set of vertices of a graph in S C is 10. In this case the vertices of a graph in S C is an element of S a . In this example |S C | ≤ 2 |Sa| . In another case S C may be the set of all sub graphs of some graph, say G.
Remark 3. An EnumeratorFunction, say f e simply enumerates some of the sub Objects of an Object. It takes no effort to add a particular sub Object (of the Object passed to it as a parameter) to the set returned by it as quickly as possible. The sequence by which sub Objects are added into the set returned by f e depends on the way f e is constructed.
Remark 4. The symbols S C and S i C are both used to denote arbitrary SubObjectsSet(s).
Definition 8. Property: Let
• Ob j be an Object, and
• pr i a computable function.
Then pr i is a Property if
• pr i takes Ob j as the only parameter to it, and
• Returns a boolean value (i.e., pr i (Ob i ) = true or f alse).
Assumption 1. PropertyAssumption: Let
• pr i be a Property, and
• Ob i an Object, and
• Let pr i (Ob i ) = true or f alse, and
• Let the Object Ob i be constructed from the AtomSet S a then |S a | is sufficiently large such that the value of pr i (Ob i ) depends on the way Ob i is constructed from the AtomSet S a .
Remark 5. For example, let pr i be a Property, then if a finite graph, say G, is passed as a parameter to pr i would result in true value returned, if the graph G is a clique of size 100. Remark 7. Exemplifying, let G i and G j be graphs then G i and G j are said to be of the same type if and only if there exists a larger graph, say G L such that G i and G j are sub graphs (or sub Objects) of G L . In another example let L i be a list of finite integers from 10 to 25 and L j a list of finite integers from 20 to 40, and let L L be a list of integers from 1 to 50 then L i and L j are of the same type since L i and L j are sub lists (or sub Objects) of L L . In this case it is said that the name of the type of the Objects is List. In the former case it is said that the name of the type of the Objects is graph.
Definition 11. T ype(Ob i ): is def ined to be the name of the type of the Object Ob i . Remark 8. If G i be a graph. Then T ype(G i ) = "graph".
Assumption 2. FinitenessAsuumption: Let S a be an AtomSet, then the set { Ob i : Ob i is constructed from the AtomSet S a , and T ype(Ob i ) = "SomeT ype" } is a finite non empty set, and not a countably infinite set.
Assumption 3. FromSameSizeAsuumption: Unless otherwise stated all Object(s) (and when it is not implied that the Object is not a sub Object of some other Object) are constructed from an AtomSet, say S a of cardinality m.
4 General Average and Worst Case Theorem.
Lemma 1. MustExistLemma: Let
• Ob i be an Object, and
• f e an EnumeratorFunction, and
When the computation for f e (Ob i ) is executed
• there must be a set, say S i C associated with that computation which would be a subset of S C , and
• at some point of time during the computation S i C is initialized to a null set.
Proof. The existence of a set, say S i C associated with the computation f e (Ob i ) follows from the fact that S C is returned at the end of the computation, and S C is a finite set, and f e is a deterministic function. Since S i C is non existent before the computation and S C depends on Ob i implies that S i C must be initialized to a null set at some point of time during the computation.
• f e (Ob i ) = S C , and
• c a positive integer.
Let
• c < |S C |.
Let S i C be the set (as in MustExistLemma) associated with the computation of f e (Ob i ). Then
c is a deterministic function, and
• The Object Ob i is initially passed as a parameter to f e , and
• f e starts executing the computation associated with f e (Ob i ), and
• When |S i C | = c, the computation associated with f e (Ob i ) is abruptly stopped, and
c is undef ined if c is not less than |S C |.
Lemma 2. LimitedComputationDefinability: Let
Proof. From MustExistLemma, a set, say S i C is associated with the computation of f e (Ob i ). Then during the computation associated with f e (Ob i ), when |S 
Lemma 3. ComputationAbstractionLemma: Let
• f be a computable deterministic function, and
• f accepts only a single parameter, say x, and
• Let the domain of the function f be a finite set, and
• Let the computation for f (x) take n steps, and
Then there exists a computable deterministic function, say f 2 such that
• The domain of f 2 is the same as that of f , and
• For all x, f 2 (x) = f (x), and
• The computation for f 2 (x) takes less than (and not equal to) n steps.
Proof. Let f be a computable deterministic function, and f accepts only a single parameter, say x, and the domain of the function f be a finite set, and let the computation for f (x) take n steps, and let n > 1. Let f (x) = y, and let c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , . . . , c n−1 , c n be the sequence of computations performed by f when x is passed as a parameter to it, so as to produce y. Replace the computations c 1 and c 2 in the above sequence of computations by a single computation c 1,2 such that the action of the computation c 1,2 is to first perform the computation c 1 and then the computation c 2 . So the computation c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , . . . , c n−1 , c n becomes c 1,2 , c 3 , c 4 , . . . , c n−1 , c n . Note that the number of steps in the new computation is one less than the number of steps in the previous computation. Let this be the computation performed by f 2 when x is passed as a parameter to it. Now replace the computations c 1,2 and c 3 in the above sequence of computations by a single computation c 1,2,3 such that the action of the computation c 1,2,3 is to first perform the computation c 1,2 and then the computation c 3 . So the computation c 1,2 , c 3 , c 4 , . . . , c n−1 , c n becomes c 1,2,3 , c 4 , . . . , c n−1 , c n . This operation can be done up-to (n − 1) times, so that the number of computational steps in f 2 (x) is strictly less than n. If the operation is done (n − 1) times then the number of computations in f 2 (x) will be equal to one. Such operations can be performed because the domain of f is a finite set, and so all possible sequence of computations performed by f is also finite.
Definition 13. ComputationAbstraction: The process of combining some number of computational steps into one single step as in SingleMoveLemma is called ComputationAbstraction. When such a process is done, it is said that computation is abstracted. • c a positive integer, and
• Ob a ∈ S C , and
Then X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is def ined to be the set { S x : |S x | = c, and (Ob a / ∈ S x ) and (S x ⊂ S C ) }.
And X(Ob
• Ob a ⊂ Ob i , and
• c a positive integer, and
Then Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is def ined to be the set { S y : |S y | = c, and (Ob a ∈ S y ) and (S y ⊂ S C ) }.
And Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is undef ined if Ob a / ∈ S C or if c is not less than |S C |. • c a positive integer, and
Then B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is def ined to be the set • f e an EnumeratorFunction, and
And B(Ob
Then Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is def ined to be the set
And Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is undef ined if Ob a / ∈ S C or if c is not less than |S C |.
c be def ined, and
• B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) be def ined.
Let
• f e2 be a deterministic function such that
• B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is passed as a parameter to f e2 .
• c 1 , . . . , c j , . . . , c n be the computation associated with
When the step c j is performed during the computation associated with
C is initialized to a null set, then -Let a set, say S e2 C be constructed and initialized to Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ), and -Let C 1 , . . . , C p be the steps taken to construct and initialize S e2 C , and -Let the computation C 1 , . . . , C p be abstracted to the single computation C c j , and -The computation performed by f e2 in this case is the single move C c j .
• If f e inserts a sub Object, say
C is made equal to the set { S z : S z ∈ Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and S i C ⊂ S z }, and -Let C 1 , . . . , C p be the steps taken to perform the above computation, and -Let the computation C 1 , . . . , C p be abstracted to the single computation C c j , and -The computation performed by f e2 in this case is the single move C c j .
-f e2 performs the computations C 1 , . . . , C p which is abstracted to the single computation C c j , and -The effect of the computation C c j in this case is to return the set S e2 C and halt.
• If f e does perform anything other than the above mentioned, then -f e2 performs some computation, say C c j .
-When the computation C c j is performed in this case, the set S e2 C remains unchanged. • f e an EnumeratorFunction, and
Proof. Let Ob i be an Object, and Ob a ⊂ Ob i , and f e an EnumeratorFunction, and f e (Ob i ) = S C , and Ob a ∈ S C , and
c is def ined, it follows that c < |S C |. This implies that B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is def ined and can be constructed. So construct B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ). If it can be shown that f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) is definable, then the definability of [f e (Ob i )] c f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) follows from it. The function f e2 performs some computations (which are abstracted into one single computation) for each of the computations performed by f e . Let f e remain fixed. From FinitenessAsuumption, the number of Objects that can be constructed from an AtomSet is finite, and FromSameSizeAsuumption all Objects are constructed from an AtomSet S a . So all the Objects pertinent at hand is finite. Let these Objects be Ob 1 , . . . , Ob i , . . . , Ob z . Let the function f e2 be def ined as follows. Let f e be inbuilt into f e2 . And one of the Object (in the list of Objects Ob 1 , . . . , Ob i , . . . , Ob z ) is also inbuilt into the function f e2 . This implies that there can be z functions (say f e2,1 , . . . , f e2,i , . . . , f e2,z ) (Ob 1 is inbuilt into f e2,1 , . . . , Ob i into f e2,i , . . . , Ob z into f e2,z ). All these functions (f e2,1 , . . . , f e2,i , . . . , f e2,z ) when B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is passed as a parameter to it, will pass the inbuilt Object in it (Ob 1 in f e2,1 to f e in it, . . . , Ob i in f e2,i to f e in it, . . . , Ob z in f e2,z to f e in it) to the inbuilt function f e in it. And f e will perform some computation on the Object passed to C is not constructed. And all these computational steps (including c 1 ) is abstracted to a single computation C c 1 in this case. Suppose at step c j the set S i C is initialized to a null set, then f e2,i constructs and initializes the set S e2 C to Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ). And all these computational steps (including c j ) is abstracted to a single computation C c j in this case. Let in c j something is added into the set
. And all these computational steps (including c j ) is abstracted to a single computation C c j in this case. Let in c j the
and halts. And all these computational steps (including c j ) is abstracted to a single computation C c j in this case. Let in c j the set S i C remains unchanged. Then f e2,i may or may not perform any other computation, but does not change the set S e2 C . And all these computational steps (including c j ) is abstracted to a single computation C c j in this case. This implies that a function f e2 as in
But there are many functions (f e2,1 , . . . , f e2,i , . . . , f e2,z ) and f e2,i is one among them. So there can be many [f e (Ob i )] c f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) depending on the function chosen from the finite list f e2,1 , . . . , f e2,i , . . . , f e2,z . So the function f e2 in
Lemma 5. EquivalenceLemma: Let
, f e )) be def ined, and
Proof. Let Ob i be an Object, and f e an EnumeratorFunction, and c and since f e2 halts and returns a value at this time, it follows that f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) = { S i C }.
Lemma 6. FirstTrasformtionLemma: Let
Then the computation associated with [f e (Ob i )]
c can be transformed to the computation associated with that of f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )).
Proof. Let Ob i be an Object, and f e an EnumeratorFunction, and
C . This implies that Ob i contains "EveryThing" needed to generate S C . Let that "EveryThing" be denoted as
And all sets in X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) are subsets of S C , it follows that all sets in X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) can be generated from something, say Ev z C that is a part of Ev C . This implies that some parts of Ob i are transformed into the set B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ). Or Ev C can be transformed to the set B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ). c can be transformed to the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )).
Lemma 7. SecondTrasformtionLemma: Let
Then the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) can be transformed to the computation associated with that of [f e (Ob i )]
c .
C . This implies that Ob i contains "EveryThing" needed to generate S C . Let that "EveryThing" be denoted as Ev C . Since S C is constructed from Ev C , it follows that all elements of X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) are constructed from a part of Ev C , say Ev z C (since every set in X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) or Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is a sub set of S C ). This implies that there is a mapping from all elements of X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) to some part(s) of Ev C . Since for all Ob b ∈ S C there exists a set S z ∈ Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) such that Ob b ∈ S z it follows that all (sub) parts of Ev C can be transformed to some element(s) of Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ). Let S z,1 and S z,2 be two elements of Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ). Let S z,1 be mapped onto Ev z C,2,d to respective parts of Ev C . Since all elements of S C are element(s) of some set(s) of Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ), it follows that Ev C can be constructed using all such Ev z C . Therefore, in this case B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) can be transformed to Ob i (from FinitenessAsuumption and FromSameSizeAsuumption, it follows that all B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) can be transformed to Ob i by (may or may not) adding some finite "SomeThing" to B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )). From the definition of [f e (Ob i )] c f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) if follows that when S e2 C in the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) is initialized to Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ), the set S i C is initialized to a null set. At this time S i C is equal to the intersection of all the sets in S e2 C (that result is a null set because some sets in Z(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) contain Ob a and some donot). And throughout the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )), the set S i C is equal to the intersection of all the sets in S e2 C . And when f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) returns a set, the result of [f e (Ob i )]
c is equal to the only element in the set returned by f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )). Therefore, the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) can be transformed to the computation associated with [f e (Ob i )]
Lemma 8. FirstSpaceAbstractionLemma: Let
• f e an EnumeratorFunction, and 
From FinitenessAsuumption and FromSameSizeAsuumption, it follows that the set of all Ob i is a finite set. ⇒ The set of all B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) for a fixed f e is also finite. Therefore, the computation C c 1 , . . . , C cn can be abstracted. Let computation C c 1 , . . . , C cn be abstracted to a single computation C e2 C . So when the single computation C e2 C is performed, the result { S i C } is obtained. i.e., the f e2 must analyze (everything that is to be analyzed of) B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) in one single move so as to return { S i C }. But B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) = { X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ), Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) } and both X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) are used in the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )), and S i C is selected from X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) (or Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) (or X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) is discarded in effect. Note that an EnumeratorFunction simply enumerates some sub Objects of the Object passed to it as a parameter. It takes no effort to add a particular sub Object into the set returned as quickly as possible. So S i C can be assumed to be an element of either X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) or Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ). But since the computation C c 1 , . . . , C cn is abstracted to the single computation C But since f e2 is a deterministic function, it must always start analyzing from some part of the input parameter (and not from some part of input parameter in some cases, and from some other part of the input parameter in other cases). Or if A e2 x ia |y ia is considered as a string, then f e2 must start analyzing the string from some part of the string, say the first part always (and not the first part is some cases and the second part in some other cases). But S i C is an element of either X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) or Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and not both. Or an element of either X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) or Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) can be the (only) part of the result, and since X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) are both used in the computation, and either Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) or X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is discarded, and from the definition of an Object X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) can be located in any part of the Object passed as a parameter to f e (X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) may be the first part of the Object which f e analyzes or Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) may be the first part of the Object which f e analyzes), it follows that A e2 x ia |y ia can be mapped to either the string "x ia y ia " or the string "y ia x ia ". Or when the computation C e2 C is performed for f e2 (A e2 x ia |y ia ), the result { S i C } is obtained (in one single move) by always looking at the first character (or always looking at the second character) (but not looking at the first character in some cases and the second character in some other cases) of either the string "x ia y ia " or the string "y ia x ia " (the character 'x ia ' corresponds to the set X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ), and 'y ia ' corresponds to the set Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )). (Note that x ia and y ia would be different for different Ob i or Ob a ).
Lemma 9. SecondSpaceAbstractionLemma: Let
• f e an EnumeratorFunction, and c to that of f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )). From FinitenessAsuumption and FromSameSizeAsuumption, it follows that the set of all Ob i is a finite set. This implies that the set of all B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) for a fixed f e is also finite. Therefore, the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) can be abstracted. Let the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) be abstracted to a single computation. From SecondTrasformtionLemma, the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) can be transformed to that of [f e (Ob i )]
c . But since the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) has been abstracted to a single computation, the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) cannot be transformed to that of [f e (Ob i )] c unless the computation associated with [f e (Ob i )] c is also abstracted to a single computation. But when the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) is abstracted to a single computation, B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) is transformed to, say A e2 x ia |y ia such that A e2 x ia |y ia can be mapped to the either the string "x ia y ia " or the string "y ia x ia ". Or since the computation associated with f e2 (B(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) is transformed to that of [f e (Ob i )]
c , Ob i must be transformed to something, say A e x ia |y ia such that A e x ia |y ia can be mapped to either the string "x ia y ia " or to the string "y ia x ia ". Or Ob i can be transformed to something, say A e x ia |y ia such that A e x ia |y ia can be mapped to either the string "x ia y ia " or to the string "y ia x ia ".
The next theorem (GeneralWorstCaseTheorem) in effect says that If there are hundred charecters in a set out of which one charecter is the charecter '1', then it takes at-least hundred moves (or checks) to check whether there is a '1' in that set in at-least one case."
Theorem 4.1. GeneralWorstCaseTheorem: Let
• f e be an EnumeratorFunction, and
• pr i a Property, and
• All Objects in the domain of f e are constructed from an AtomSet, say S a , and
• All (sub) Objects in a SubObjectsSet, say S C returned by f e are constructed from an AtomSet of sufficiently large cardinality such that PropertyAssumption is valid, and
• c a positive integer such that c < |S C |.
Then (for sufficiently large |S a |) there exists a f oc that is an ObjectCreatorFunction, such that
• f oc (S a ) = Ob i , and
be true, and
Proof. Let f e be an EnumeratorFunction, and pr i a Property, and all Objects in the domain of f e are constructed from an AtomSet, say S a . Let Ob i be an Object constructed from the AtomSet S a . Let f e (Ob i ) = S C and [S C ]
Let all elements of S C be constructed from an AtomSet of sufficiently large cardinality such that PropertyAssumption is valid. Let Ob a ⊂ Ob i and Ob a be the only sub Object of Ob i such that pr i (Ob a ) = true (this can be assumed since [S C ] 1 pr i is true). From PropertyAssumption, pr i (Ob a ) = true is because Ob a is constructed in a particular way, and can be located in any part of the Object passed as a parameter to f e . From SecondSpaceAbstractionLemma, Ob i can be mapped to either the string "x ia y ia " or the string "y ia x ia " (The Object Ob i would be mapped to either the string "x ia y ia " or "y ia x ia " depending on the way Ob i is constructed). Or every part of Ob i is mapped to either the character 'x ia ' or to the character 'y ia '. From the above definitions (of X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) Ob a is located in the part that is mapped to the character y ia in either the string "x ia y ia " or the string "y ia x ia ". But since f e is a deterministic function and always starts the computation from one part of the Object passed to it as a parameter, and since Ob a can be located in any part of the Object, there exists an ObjectCreatorFunction, say f oc such that f oc (S a ) = Ob i and Ob i is mapped to the string "x ia y ia ". This implies that there exists an ObjectCreatorFunction, say f oc such that f oc (S a ) = Ob i and
Theorem 4.2. GeneralAverageCaseTheorem: Let
• All (sub) Objects in a SubObjectsSet, say S C returned by f e are constructed from an AtomSet of sufficiently large cardinality such that PropertyAssumption is valid, and
Then (for sufficiently large |S a |) there exists a f oc that is an ObjectCreatorFunction, such that
Proof. Let f e be an EnumeratorFunction, and pr i a Property, and all Objects in the domain of f e are constructed from an AtomSet, say S a . Let Ob i be an Object constructed from the AtomSet S a . Let f e (Ob i ) = S C and [S C ] is true). From PropertyAssumption, pr i (Ob a ) = true is because Ob a is constructed in a particular way, and can be located in any part of the Object passed as a parameter to f e . From SecondSpaceAbstractionLemma, Ob i can be mapped to either the string "x ia y ia " or the string "y ia x ia " (The Object Ob i would be mapped to either the string "x ia y ia " or "y ia x ia " depending on the way Ob i is constructed). Or every part of Ob i is mapped to either the character 'x ia ' or to the character 'y ia '. From the above definitions (of X(Ob i , Ob a , c, f e ) and Y (Ob i , Ob a , c, f e )) Ob a is located in the part that is mapped to the character y ia in either the string "x ia y ia " or the string "y ia x ia ". But since f e is a deterministic function and always starts the computation from one part of the Object passed to it as a parameter, and since Ob a can be located in any part of the Object, there exists an ObjectCreatorFunction, say f oc such that f oc (S a ) = Ob i and Ob i is mapped to the string "y ia x ia ". This implies that there exists an ObjectCreatorFunction, say f oc such that f oc (S a ) = Ob i and
is true.
Further Definitions And Notations.
The finite set of quintuples (used to make moves) in a Turing machine M is called the Turing program of M.
Definition 19. f tp (M):
is def ined to be the Turing program of the Turing machine M.
Definition 20. Encoder: Let
• E be a computable function, and
Then E is an Encoder, if
• E takes Ob i as the only parameter to it, and
• Returns a string, say S (i.e., E(Ob i ) = S), and
• If Ob j and Ob k are Objects then E(Ob j ) = E(Ob k ) if and only if Ob j = Ob k .
Remark 9. Intuitively an Encoder simply converts an Object into a string with out performing any other computation. The value returned by an Encoder for two inputs are the same if and only if the inputs given are the same.
Definition 21. M(S): Let
• M be a Turing machine, and
• S a string.
Then
• M(S) = 1 (if on inputting the string S to the Turing machine M, M halts and M accepts the string S), and
• M(S) = 0 (if on inputting the string S to the Turing machine M, M halts and M rejects the string S).
Definition 22. M pr i : Let
• E be an Encoder, and
Then M pr i is a Turing machine such that
• M pr i (S) = 1 when there exists a sub Object Ob a ⊂ Ob i and pr i (Ob a ) = true, and
• M pr i (S) = 0 when there is no such Object that is a sub Object of Ob i , and
• The Turing machine M pr i halts for all inputs.
Remark 10. Intuitively a M pr i is the actual place where Ob i that is an Object has a sub Object that satisfies the Property pr i is decided.
Definition 23. α i → α i+1 : Let
If M on inputting the string S to it, reaches the configuration α i at some particular point of time, and the configuration α i+1 follows immediately after α i , then α i → α i+1 is true.
Definition 24. C M S : Let • S be a string, and
• M start with the configuration α 1 when the string S is inputted to it, and
• M halts and decides whether M(S) = 1 or 0, on reaching the α k .
Then C M S is the sequence
S is the sequence of configurations that occur when the string S is inputted to the machine M until the machine accepts or rejects the string S. 
Let
• Let the quintuple q 1 ∈ f tp (M) be used by M to make the transition from the configuration α 1 to α 2 .
• Let the quintuple q 2 ∈ f tp (M) be used by M to make the transition from the configuration α 2 to α 3 . . . .
• Let the quintuple q i ∈ f tp (M) be used by M to make the transition from the configuration α i to α i+1 . . . .
• Let the quintuple q k ∈ f tp (M) be used by M to make the transition from the configuration α k to α k+1 .
Then CQ M S is def ined to be the sequence of quintuples q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q i , . . . , q k .
Intuitively CQ M S is the sequence of quintuples (possibly with repetition) used by the machine M (on inputting the string S) to make a transition from one configuration to another such that the i th quintuple in the sequence is used to make the i th move by M. There would be a unique CQ Definition 26. p-quintuple: Let M be a Turing machine. Then p-quintuple is the tuple (n, q i ) where
• n is a positive non zero finite positive integer, and
Definition 27. Q M S : Let • M be a Turing machine, and
• S a string, and
• CQ M S be the sequence of quintuples q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q i , . . . , q n .
Then Q M S is def ined to be the sequence of p-quintuples • (1, q 1 ), (2, q 2 ), . . . , (i, q i ), . . . , (n, q n ). (1, q 1 ), (2, q 2 ), (3, q 3 
S is def ined to be the sequence p-quintuples
S be def ined to be the sequence of p-quintuples
and f alse for all other cases. Proof. Let G be a finite graph with exactly one sub graph in it which is a clique of size 10. Let E be an Encoder, and E(G) = S, and M be a Turing machine, and M(S) = 1 if and only if G contains a clique of size 10. The statement of the lemma is obvious from this example.
6 First Fixed Type Theorem.
Theorem 6.1. FirstFixedTypeTheorem: Let
• E(Ob i ) = S, and
• M be the Turing machine M pr i , and
Let "SubObjectStatement" be the statement
then there exists a computable function f, such that
and
• If "SubObjectStatement" is true, then Ob a ∈ S i C , and
Proof. Let E be an Encoder, and Ob i an Object, and E(Ob i ) = S, and pr i a Property, and M be the Turing machine M pr i , and M(S) = 1 or 0, and Ob a ⊂ Ob i , such that pr i (Ob a ) = true or f alse. Let "SubObjectStatement" be true. ⇒ that there exists a sequence of p-quintuples, say Ob The set S Q is a finite set (and not countably infinite), since Q M S is finite. Let for some M and E and Ob i and Ob a and for some k, let the statement "SubObjectStatement" be true, where k is the length of k-Q M S . This implies that the statement "SubObjectStatement" may not be true for some value less than k. But whatever it be, since the statement "SubObjectStatement" is true for some k, it follows that the sequence Ob would return a set with the sequence Ob Q a . Now assume "SubObjectStatement" to be f alse. Since "SubObjectStatement" is f alse, it follows that k-Q M S does not contain the sequence Ob . Let for some M and E and Ob i and Ob a and for some k, let the statement "SubObjectStatement" be true, where k is the length of k-Q M S . This implies that the statement "SubObjectStatement" may not be true for some value less than k. But whatever it be, since the statement "SubObjectStatement" is true for some k, it follows that the sequence Ob Q a is def ined. Hence the function f Ob Q a is def ined for this case. Let for some M and E and Ob i and Ob a , let the statement "SubObjectStatement" be f alse for any k, where k is the length of k-Q M S . Then let the sequence Ob Definition 35. UselessComputation: Let
Then a sequence of p-quintuples Q u (which is a sub sequence of Q Assumption 5. NoUselessComputationAssumption: Let
Then M does not perform any "UselessComputation".
Lemma 13. 1 st NonSatisf ierLemma: Let
• M be the Turing machine M pr i , and • pr i a Property, and
S is the minimal sequence of p-quintuples so that there exists a function, say f, such that • E be an Encoder, and
S is the minimal sequence of p-quintuples so that there exists a function, say f, such that • pr i a Property, and
S is the minimal sequence of p-quintuples so that there exists a function, say f, such that 
Let
• S Q M S be def ined, and Remark 11. In the above definition if the Property pr i always returns a f alse value for an Object constructed from an AtomSet of cardinality 10 then such sub Objects of Ob i are not considered. In effect, "all the possibilities" is a set of sub Objects of Ob i which may return a true value when passed as a parameter to the Property pr i . But it is to be noted that the Property pr i may return a f alse value for all possible sub Objects of Ob i . Proof. Let M be the Turing machine M pr i , and E an Encoder, and S a an AtomSet of sufficiently large cardinality. Let Ob 1 , Ob 2 , . . . , Ob j−1 , Ob j , . . . , Ob n be the only Objects that can be constructed from the AtomSet S a such that
Since all these strings are different, and since M behaves differently for different strings assume |Q does not say anything about the way any sub object of Ob j−1 is constructed (note that Ob j−1 ⊂ Ob j−1 ). Since M does not perform any "UselessComputation", and since I Q M j−1 S does not depend on the way any sub Object of Ob j−1 is constructed, it follows that I Q M j−1 S depends on something that is a part of Ob j−1 , or I Q M j−1 S depends on S a (the AtomSet from which Ob j−1 is constructed) (if M does perform any computation on j−1 S that is not relevant to the Object Ob j−1 then it would be performing some "UselessComputation"), and similarly for I Q M j S . Therefore, since Ob j−1 and Ob j are both constructed from S a , it follows that I Q M j−1 S and I Q M j S are both dependent on some computation on S a . Therefore, the computation performed by M when j−1 S is inputted to it canNow let Ob i be an Object constructed from the AtomSet S a such that E(Ob i ) = S, and M(S) = 0. This implies that for some Ob a ⊂ Ob i , Q
• M(S) = 1.
Then S is a representation of the Object Ob i .
Proof. Let E be an Encoder, and Ob i an Object, and E(Ob i ) = S, and pr i a Property, and let M be the Turing machine M pr i , and M(S) = 1. From SecondFixedTypeTheorem, M has a MachineStructure. Let ms be the MachineStructure of M. Replace the Property in ms by another Property that always returns "f alse" for all inputs. Let the new MachineStructure be ms n . Let ms n initially select two sub Objects, say Ob b1 and Ob b2 . Note that the AtomSet from which Ob b1 and Ob b2 are constructed can be deduced from Ob b1 and Ob b2 . Let Ob b1 and Ob b2 intersect. Let Ob b1,d be the part of Ob b1 and that is not a part of Ob b2 . Let Ob b1,c be the part common to both Ob b1 and Ob b2 . Let Ob b2,d be the part of Ob b2 and that is not a part of Ob b1 . Ob b1,d , Ob b1,c and Ob b2,d can be computed since Ob b1 and Ob b2 can be computed, and the AtomSet(s) from which they can are computed can also be computed. Map Ob b1,d , Ob b1,c and Ob b2,d to the respective parts of Ob i . From the definition of MachineStructure, ms n selects all possible sub Objects of Ob i , such that all parts of Ob i will be selected as some part of some sub Object selected by ms n . Hence Ob i can be constructed from all the sub Objects selected in this case. Let Ob b1 and Ob b2 donot intersect. From the definition of MachineStructure, ms n selects all possible sub Objects of Ob i , such that all parts of Ob i will be selected as some part of some sub Object selected by ms n . Hence Ob i can be constructed from all the sub Objects selected in this case by simply taking the union of all the sub Objects selected. This implies that S is a representation of the Object Ob i .
Lemma 20. GeneralWorstAndAverageCaseTheoremsValid: Let
• E be an Encoder, and Then GeneralAverageCaseTheorem and GeneralWorstCaseTheorem can be applied to M when Ob i is sufficiently large.
Proof. Let E be an Encoder, and Ob i an Object, and E(Ob i ) = S, and pr i a Property, and let M be the Turing machine M pr i , and M(S) = 1. From IsaRepresentation it follows that S is a representation of the Object Ob i . From SecondFixedTypeTheorem, M has a MachineStructure. Let ms be the MachineStructure of M. Initially ms would select a sub Object of Ob i (and assume it does not satisfy pr i ). Since the sub Object selected do not satisfy the Property pr i another sub Object is selected. Let n sub Objects have been selected till now, and let all these sub Objects do not satisfy the Property pr i . Selection of a new sub Object can be be based on all or some of the sub Objects previously selected, f tp (M), or the character scanned by the head of the Turing machine M. If the sub Object selected depends on all or some of the sub Objects previously selected, then all or some of the sub Objects should be passed as a parameter to a function in the Turing machine M. But since M consists only of an initial state, f tp (M), some terminal states, a tape and and a head, it follows that all functions in M must be made from some combinations f tp (M). And the total number of these functions do not exceed 2 ftp(M ) (which is a constant), and all these functions have a constant number of parameters. To chose a finite number of sub Objects from the n sub Objects selected so far (so as to pass them to one of these functions), M must rely on some of these 2 ftp(M ) functions, and M would make a choice based on the result obtained. This means that the selection of a sub Object by M depends on f tp (M) and the character scanned by the head of M. This means that the selection of a sub Object by M depends on the way the Turing machine M is constructed (the decision to move left or right based on the present character scanned by the head of M depends on f tp (M) and so on the way M is constructed). But some data can be inbuilt into M so that M can always follow some predetermined path. But since M is finite only a finite amount of data can be inbuilt into M. So for a sufficiently large Object Ob i , M does not follow a predetermined path. An EnumeratorFunction, also enumerates some sub Objects (of some Object passed to it as a parameter) on the way the EnumeratorFunction is constructed. Therefore for a sufficiently large Object Ob i , M can be considered as an EnumeratorFunction, except that M is abruptly halted once a sub Object satisfying some Property has been found. This implies that (and also from the fact that S represents the Object Ob i ) GeneralAverageCaseTheorem
